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There were a lot of laughs and the customary jokes at Mark’s expense, but Mark never 

really caught on to them. He felt that any conversations referring to him, or his extreme 

hobbies, meant he was the most interesting person worth talking about. Since Alex had 

revealed to everyone he was new, all of the associates took it upon themselves to fill him in on 

the eccentricities of the firm. That translated to talking about Mark, Mark’s crazy theories, 

Mark’s womanizing, and Mark’s mission to be an alpha male.  

 The attractive mailroom clerk was plenty entertained hearing about how Mark started 

doing extreme sports like paragliding, skydiving, and surfing as a strategy to attract women. 

Each time he laughed he’d lean back slightly in his seat, his arm brushing against Vivian, and 

making her wish he would casually rest his arm behind her. She wasn’t sure if she was blushing, 

but she did feel heat in her cheeks. Vivian had to make an effort to concentrate on the 

conversation without allowing her mind to drift off and mentally undress Alex as he sat next to 

her. 

One of the other attorneys brought up the manhood seminars where Mark was taught 

different strategies to utilize his masculinity to his advantage. Basically, they were training 

courses on how to pick up as many unsuspecting women as possible. Mark leaned forward to 

engage Alex, his fellow male, in a discussion about the importance of men going back to their 

primitive instincts. Vivian, along with all of the other females at the table, rolled her eyes while 

the boys from the firm snickered. Everyone knew what was coming. Mark had his “Mark the 

Intellectual” face on. This was a coined term for when he started furrowing his tweezed 

eyebrows while talking slowly with a staccato rhythm. At one of these seminars, someone had 

told him that if you talk slowly, people will be forced to give you respect and listen to what you 

have to say. 

“Alex, you know that in nature, there is a hierarchy. There’s a hierarchy in society too, 

but people are too polite to acknowledge it. People, like to think that we’re all on equal playing 

ground, but we’re not. There are alphas and there are betas and so on. If you want to be an 

alpha male, you have to go back to man’s origins,” he said raising his hand to go through his 

“Man’s Checklist” routine. “Men are supposed to be courageous,” Mark raised one finger. “We 

used to go out and fight dinosaurs. These days there are no dinosaurs, so men have to find new 

dangers to conquer to show we are courageous. Men are supposed to be providers,” another 

finger went up. “We used to bring home the dinosaur steak. Now we have to find other ways to 



display that we are capable of surviving by making a substantial amount of money and buying 

expensive stuff, you know, to show off your wealth. What do you do for us again?” he asked 

Alex. 

“I’m a temp in the mailroom,” Alex replied easily. Vivian couldn’t help but cringe a little 

hearing him say that in front of the group. Reflecting on her reaction made Vivian feel like an 

elitist. Money was never her main motivator in life, helping science was. She was fortunate that 

her career had developed with many lucky breaks, but money always seemed to be an indicator 

of status in the circles she ran with. Mark gave Alex a sympathetic nod.  

“Don’t worry bro. I’m sure things will look up for you. You just have to go back to basics 

and focus on the pillars of masculinity. Which leads me to the last one, men are supposed to 

sow their seeds. It’s what makes them who they are and gives them what they need to be a 

true man. Sex is like therapy for us. Our ancestors fought and killed dinosaurs; their reward for 

providing for their clan was sex, with whoever they wanted, as often as they wanted. And why 

not,” Mark raised his hands up in innocence as he posed the question to the table.   

“You’re an idiot,” Vivian offered, hoping that Alex wasn’t offended by this line of 

conversation, or even worse, taking it seriously. Mark shrugged his shoulders. 

“That’s how the world works Vivi,” he told her, casually ignoring her ice blue glare to 

stare at their waitress’s ass as she walked by. 

 


